
Surveys the fascinating 
history of the study 
of language, from its 
beginnings in ancient 
Mesopotamia and Egypt 
to the diversification of 
the language sciences in 
the past half-century.

O U T  N O W

  The wide chronological and geographical scope, the broad view 
of the language sciences in their relation to psychology, sociology and 
anthropology, the accuracy of historiographical analysis, avoiding 
unnecessary technical jargon, and the comprehensive coverage up to 
the most recent developments, make the CHL a major reference work 
for teachers and students of linguistics, and readers interested in the 
fascinating history of language study.”
Pierre Swiggers, University of Leuven and Université de Liège

  [A]n impressive one-volume accomplishment which is remarkable 
by its depth - it spans more than twenty centuries of learned thinking 
about language - by its breadth - across centuries and across 
continents - and by the diversity of its themes - a fresco across 
centuries with a large section devoted to present-day linguistics and 
interdisciplinary work on language”
Georges Daniel Veronique, Professor emeritus, Aix-Marseille Université

Learn more at 
Cambridge.org/LingHist
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STUDIES IN SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Information for Contributors

For guidelines and requirements regarding manuscript submission, please consult the 
SSLA website at http://journals.cambridge.org/sla. Click on the Journal Information 
tab which will lead you to Information for Contributors. Potential authors are advised 
that all manuscripts are internally reviewed for both content and formatting/style in 
order to determine their suitability for external evaluation.

Research Article. These manuscripts may be essays or empirical studies, either of 
which must be motivated by current theoretical issues in second and subsequent lan-
guage acquisition or heritage language acquisition, including methodological issues in  
research design and issues related to the context of learning. Maximum length is 11,000 
words all-inclusive (i.e., abstract, text, tables, figures, references, notes, and appendices 
intended for publication must all fall within the 10,000 word limit).

Research Report. These manuscripts are shorter empirical studies motivated by cur-
rent theoretical issues in second and subsequent language acquisition or heritage lan-
guage acquisition, including methodological issues in research design. Very often, these 
are narrowly focused studies or they present part of the results of a larger project in 
progress. The background and motivation sections are generally shorter than research 
articles. Maximum length is 6,000 words all-inclusive (i.e., abstract, text, tables, figures, 
references, notes, and appendices intended for publication must all fall within the 6,000 
word limit).

Replication Study. These manuscripts are empirical studies that replicate the research 
design and methods of a previously published study, with or without changes. The study 
selected for replication should have impacted empirical and/or theoretical work rele-
vant to SLA. Replications can be direct (exact, close, approximate) or conceptual, and 
should identify and motivate the study selected for replication as well as any changes 
made. The maximum length is 10,000 words all-inclusive (i.e., abstract, text, tables, fig-
ures, references, notes, and appendices intended for publication).

State-of-the-Scholarship Article. These manuscripts are essays that review the extant 
research on a particular theme or theoretical issue, offering a summary of findings and 
making critical observations on the research to date. Manuscripts in this category typi-
cally fall within the 10,000-word limit; however, longer manuscripts may be considered on 
a case-by-case basis.

Critical Commentary. These manuscripts are shorter essays (i.e., non-empirical)  
motivated by current theory and issues in second and subsequent language acquisition  
or heritage language acquisition, including methodological issues in research design 
and issues related to the context of learning. Maximum length is 6,000 words all-inclu-
sive (i.e., abstract, text, tables, figures, references, notes, and appendices intended 
for publication must all fall within the 6,000 word limit).

Methods Forum. Recognizing the need to discuss and advance SLA research methods, 
these manuscripts seek to advance methodological understanding, training, and practic-
es in the field. Submissions can be conceptual or empirical; we also encourage articles  
introducing novel techniques. All research paradigms, epistemologies, ontologies,  
and theoretical frameworks relevant to SLA are welcome. The target length is up to  
10,000 words, although longer manuscripts will be considered with justification.

All manuscripts in all categories are peer reviewed and subject to the same high standards 
for publication in SSLA.
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RESEARCH ARTICLES

Comparing the longitudinal development of phraseological complexity across oral 
and written tasks

Nathan Vandeweerd, Alex Housen, and Magali Paquot 787–811
The effects of interleaved and blocked corpus-based practice on L2 pragmatic 

development
Ying Zhang 812–837

Learning words with unfamiliar orthography: The role of cognitive abilities
Marie-Josée Bisson 838–852

Individual differences modulate sensitivity to implicit causality bias in both native 
and nonnative processing

Tingting Wang and Alison Gabriele 853–881
Examining the effectiveness of bilingual subtitles for comprehension: An eye-tracking 

study
Andi Wang and Ana Pellicer-Sánchez 882–905

Quantifying proper nouns’ influence on L2 English learners’ reading fluency
Christopher Nicklin, Allie Patterson, and Stuart McLean 906–929

Development of automaticity in processing L2 collocations: The roles of L1 
collocational knowledge and practice condition

Hyojin Jeong and Robert DeKeyser 930–954
Individual differences in self-regulated learning profiles of Chinese EFL readers: A 

sequential explanatory mixed-methods study
Jiangping Chen, Chin-Hsi Lin, Gaowei Chen, and Huafang Fu 955–978

Spanish heritage language learners’ motivational profile in the postsecondary 
classroom: Insights from psychological network modeling

Janire Zalbidea, Diego Pascual y Cabo, Sergio Loza, and Alicia Luque 979–1003
Variability as a functional marker of second language development in older adult 

learners
Simone E. Pfenninger and Maria Kliesch 1004–1030

Effects of speaking task and proficiency on the midclause pausing characteristics of 
L1 and L2 speech from the same speakers

Amanda Huensch 1031–1055

RESEARCH REPORT

Perceptual integrality of foreign segmental and tonal information: Dimensional 
transfer hypothesis

William Choi and Rachel Ka-Ying Tsui 1056–1073

REPLICATION STUDIES

Language proficiency modulates listeners’ selective attention to a talker’s mouth: A 
conceptual replication of Birulés et al. (2020)

Theres Grüter, Jieun Kim, Hitoshi Nishizawa, Jue Wang, Raed Alzahrani, 
Yu-Tzu Chang, Hoan Nguyen, Michaela Nuesser, Akari Ohba, Sachiko Roos, 
and Mayuko Yusa 1074–1089

Predicting L2-Spanish fluency from L1-English fluency and L2 proficiency: 
A conceptual replication

Susana Pérez Castillejo and Katherine Urzua-Parra 1090–1103

METHODS FORUM

Free classification as a method for investigating the perception of nonnative sounds
Danielle Daidone, Ryan Lidster, and Franziska Kruger 1104–1130
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